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Conflict Update # 260 

November 12th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 80,210 (810) soldiers killed, 2,838 (+24) enemy tanks, 5,730 (+34) armored  combat vehicles, 1,829 

(+12) artillery systems, 393 (+0) MLRS systems, 205 (+0) air defense systems, 278 (+0) warplanes, 261 (+0) helicopters, 

1,506 (+1) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 399 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,279 (+20) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 160 (+1) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Ukrainian forces are completing the liberation of the western (right) bank of Kherson Oblast after the 

Russia retreated. The Russian MoD claimed its forces completed the withdrawal to the eastern (left) bank of the Dnipro 

River at 5am local time yesterday. While contingents of Russian soldiers likely remain on the west bank, they are likely 

scattered throughout the Oblast and attempting to retreat as Ukrainian forces push towards the Dnipro River, although 

some may have remained behind to attempt to conduct partisan activities in small groups. It is unclear how many 

Russian soldiers remain on the west bank at this time. Russian sources noted that the withdrawal lasted three days and 

claimed that 20,000 Russian personnel and 3,500 units of military equipment moved across the Dnipro River. 

Satellite imagery corroborates statements made by both Ukrainian and Russian sources that Russian troops destroyed 

the Antonivsky Bridge and Railway Bridge (near Kherson City) and the Nova Kakhovka dam bridge (east of Kherson City 

near Nova Kakhovka) over the Dnipro River and the Darivka Bridge (northeast of Kherson City) over the Inhulets River in 

a final attempt to block Ukrainian advances towards central Kherson Oblast (see images in-line with text). 

Geolocated satellite imagery also indicates that Russian troops have prepared first and second lines of defense south of 

the Dnipro River and will likely continue efforts to consolidate positions on the left bank in the coming days. 

  

 

 

 

 

Ukrainian troops made major territorial gains throughout Kherson Oblast and will continue consolidating 

control of the western bank in the coming days. Geolocated footage and imagery shows that Ukrainian forces have 

advanced into Kherson City likely along the T1501 highway from the west and M14 from the north and have taken 

control of Kherson City and several surrounding settlements along these roads. The Ukrainian Main Intelligence 

Directorate (GUR) notably confirmed that Ukrainian troops advanced into Kherson City, and geolocated social media 

footage shows civilians greeting Ukrainian troops in the center of Kherson City.  
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Ukrainian troops also notably took 

control of Kyselivka and Chornobaivka, 

two critical settlements along the M14 

northwest of Kherson City. Geolocated 

social media additionally shows that 

Ukrainian troops have advanced south 

along T1505 highway from positions in 

Snihurivka and liberated several 

settlements on this line, including 

Lymanets and Inhulets.  

Ukrainian forces entered Beryslav, and 

social media footage provides evidence 

of Ukrainian troops in settlements along 

the P47 highway that runs westward 

from the Beryslav area towards Kherson 

City. Footage posted to Telegram notably 

shows Ukrainian troops in Tiahynka, a 

settlement between Kherson City and 

Beryslav, directly on the western shore of 

the Dnipro River. Ukrainian forces will 

continue to drive down major roads 

towards the Dnipro River and liberate 

additional settlements in the coming 

days. 

ISW has recoded all western 

Kherson Oblast as liberated based on 

our high confidence assessment that the 

Russians have deprived themselves of the 

ability to hold terrain on the right bank of 

the Dnipro. Ukrainian forces will 

complete the liberation of any areas not yet under their control rapidly. 

Russian milbloggers criticized the Russian MoD’s statements about but generally took a more muted attitude to 

Ukrainian gains. Russian MoD claimed its forces did not leave a single piece of equipment behind during the withdrawal 

period, which certain milbloggers directly refuted as blatantly untrue.  

Many milbloggers, however, presented a relatively matter-of-fact overview of the situation in Kherson Oblast, largely 

confirmed Ukrainian gains, and emphasized that the retreat itself was a militarily-sound and necessary choice.  

As ISW previously reported, Russian military leadership, namely Commander General Surovikin, have been developing 

informational cover to set conditions for the loss of the right bank. The generally muted milblogger response to such a 

massive Russian defeat is consistent with ISW’s previous observations of informational mitigations carried out by 

Surovikin and suggests that milbloggers will continue to focus their discontent on the Russian MoD establishment while 

backing Surovikin — at least for now. 

Comment – This withdrawal is very unlike any Russian move and should still be viewed with suspicion and analysis, 

until proven as a fait accompli without strings attached. 
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Russia is willing to throw hundreds of thousands of soldiers into the battle cauldron without conscience in search of a 

Kremlin objective, as they have done for generations. 

Why this withdrawal then? – unless losses were estimated to be so huge, as warned about in previous Updates, 

perhaps troops are urgently required elsewhere, or purely a strategic decision, General Surovikin did caution about 

difficult decisions regarding Kherson shortly after being appointed. 

It is believed withdrawn soldiers will be relocated to bolster other Russian defensive lines closer to Mother Russia.  

They are urgently digging in the corridor between Bakhmut and Mariupol, loss of which immediately severs Russian 

occupation southeast of Donetsk Oblast, and particularly should Ukraine successfully blow up the Kerch Bridge linking it 

to Russia. 

Satellite images show construction of defensive lines east of Dnipro River in Kherson, symptomatic of a cascading 

defensive tactic. This terrain is soft and marshy, not ideal land for holding, especially should something transpire with 

the dam further upriver, flooding of which will literally wipe out these trenches and the soldiers east of the river. 

Russian forces continued ground assaults around Bakhmut, Avdiivka, and Vuhledar. 

Ukrainian forces continued to target Russian force concentrations in Zaporizhia Oblast. 

Wagner Group’s Prigozhin continued to form parallel military structures in Belgorod and Kursk oblasts, even though 

there is no threat of a Ukrainian ground invasion into Russian territory. (Comment – this action is nothing else than a 

pseudo-mobilization effort with forced drafting of local businesses into providing manpower for newly-created army 

companies close to the Ukrainian border). 

The Russian MoD’s subpar conduct of partial mobilization continues to generate social tension. 

Ukrainian partisans continued to target Russian occupation authorities. 

Eastern Ukraine: - Russian 

sources said Ukrainian forces 

continued operations in the 

direction of Kreminna and Svatove. 

The Russian MoD claimed its forces 

repelled Ukrainian assaults within 

28km northwest of Svatove near 

Yahidne, and Volodymyrivka.  

A Russian milblogger also claimed 

Ukrainian forces conducted assaults 

on Russian strongholds in 

Kuzemivka (13km northeast of 

Svatove) and rotated personnel on 

the Pishchane-Stelmakhivka line. 

The Russian MoD also claimed 

Russian forces repelled Ukrainian 

forces within 17km northwest of 

Kreminna near Chervonopopivka 

and Ploshchanka. 
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A video a Russian servicemember 

claiming Ukrainian forces are 

amassing in Chervonopopivka, 

however, and a Russian milblogger 

claimed Russian forces fired on 

Ukrainian forces rotating personnel 

into the Nevske-Terny area west of 

Kreminna.  

UGS reported home forces repelled 

Russian assaults within 15km 

northwest of Svatove near 

Novoselivske and Miasozharivka, 

22km northwest of Kreminna near 

Makiivka, and 12km south of 

Kreminna near Bilohorivka.  

The Luhansk Oblast Administration 

reported heavy fighting is occurring in 

areas near Lysychansk. Russian forces 

conducted counterattacks in eastern 

Kharkiv and western Luhansk oblasts 

likely intending to constrain the 

actions of Ukrainian forces instead of 

regaining limited territory. 

Ukrainian forces continued targeting 

enemy logistics in Luhansk Oblast with 

the LNR People’s Militia claiming 

Ukrainian forces struck Kadiivka, 

Artemivsk, Krinichne, Svatove, and 

Lysychansk with 18 HIMARS rockets.  

A BARS-13 (Russian combat reserve) 

representative amplified a claim from 

LNR People’s Militia stating Ukrainian 

forces intensified shelling on industrial 

enterprises in Luhansk Oblast, 

including a coal mine in Krinichne, a construction company in Kadiivka, and a concrete plant in Svatove. 

Russian forces continued ground attacks around Bakhmut and Avdiivka and UGS reported its forces repelled Russian 

ground assaults near Soledar, Bakhmut, and south of Bakhmut near Andriivka.  

Russian sources claimed their forces conducted ground attacks northeast of Bakhmut, near Bakhmutske and Yakolivka, 

and south of Bakhmut near Kurdiumivka and a source claimed that Russian forces repelled a Ukrainian counterattack 

south of Bakhmut towards Zaitseve and Odradivka. 

UGS reported that its forces repelled ground attacks north of Avdiivka near Krasnohorivka, west of Avdiivka near 

Pervomaiske, south of Avdiivka near Opytne and Marinka, and southwest of Avdiivka near Nevelske. A Russian source 
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claimed that Donetsk People‘s Republic (DNR) forces captured Opytne and posted footage of DNR forces attacking 

Ukrainian defensive positions near Avdiivka. 

Russian sources further claimed its forces seized Pavlivka in western Donetsk Oblast amid reports of continued fighting.  

Geolocated footage shows Russian forces raising a flag in the southeast corner of the village. However, poor weather 

conditions and heavy losses likely have and will continue to hinder Russian territorial advances near Vuhledar, as ISW 

has previously assessed.  

UGS reported that home forces repelled Russian ground attacks near Pavlivka and continued routine shelling in the 

surrounding area. A Russian source claimed that Russian forces attacked Ukrainian positions northeast of Vuhledar near 

Novomykhailivka. 

Zelenskyy says Russia destroyed Kherson’s critical infrastructure - Ukraine’s president says communications, 

water, heat, electricity have been disrupted as Russians left the city. 

Russian forces have destroyed critical infrastructure in the southern city of Kherson before fleeing, Zelenskyy has said, 

as Kyiv’s military retook control of the southeastern city. 

“Before fleeing from Kherson, the occupiers destroyed all the critical infrastructure: communications, water, heat, 

electricity,” Zelenskyy said in a video address earlier today. 

‘Most decisive’ event in the war - Al Jazeera’s Assed Baig, reporting from the Kherson region, said Moscow’s 

withdrawal was the “most decisive” event in this war so far. 

“It’s boosted the morale of Ukrainian soldiers who say … they now believe they can win this war.” 

While it appears to be a major Russian setback, the Kremlin insisted Kherson was still part of Russia and it did not regret 

annexing the entire Kherson region. Russia announced the annexation of four Ukrainian regions, including Kherson, in 

September – a step dubbed illegal by Kyiv. 

The full Ukrainian recapture of the Kherson region would disrupt a vital land bridge for Russia between its mainland 

and the Crimean Peninsula, which Moscow annexed from Ukraine in 2014. 

‘They ran away like goats’: villagers celebrate liberation in Kherson region - At 5am on Wednesday Serhii 

Melnikov heard a noise. The Russian soldiers who were living in the house opposite – number six, Shevchenko street – 

were packing up to leave. They had occupied the village of Mylove in Ukraine’s southern Kherson region for eight long 

months. Now they were off, as part of a humiliating pull-out from the right-bank of the Dnipro river and Kherson City. 

“Vladimir Putin said Russia would be here forever. In the end they left in five minutes and ran away like goats,” 

Melnikov told the Observer, the first newspaper to reach Mylove since its liberation late on Thursday. He added: “Putin 

wanted to kill us. He’s ended up destroying his own country. Russia’s retreat from Kherson is an enormous failure.” 

Melnikov opened the neighboring gate and showed off the open shed where the Russians had cooked their meals and 

hung out in the evenings. They left behind China coffee cups, cigarette butts and a glass jar of tomatoes. Rubbish and 

green army ration packs were strewn around. “They had a radio transmission set with antennae and used a storeroom 

to keep their mortars,” he said. 

The last moments of occupation were tinged with vindictiveness. On their way out Russian troops blew up the village’s 

school and nursery buildings, where they had lived, and brought down the radio tower. On Saturday the nursery 

resembled a concrete heap; a sign placed outside read: “Mines.” They detonated Mylove’s crossing over a tributary of 

the Dnipro river, and other key pieces of infrastructure. 
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Russian missile supplies running low, Ukrainian intel says - As Russia's weapon supply runs lower and lower by 

the day, they have no choice but to ask for help from allies with supplies - or worse - retreat. 

Ukrainian forces are becoming increasingly more confident that Russia's arsenal of missiles is decreasing by the day, 

with the Ukrainian GUR reporting this week that Moscow has less than 130 Iskander missiles still available. 

It points to desperate moves from Russia to extend its arsenal of weapons. While supplies have been running low, it 

reached out to Iran in the hopes of being able to gain access to a full supply of ballistic missiles. 

Ukrainian intelligence officials have estimated that Russia has used at least 80% of its arsenal of missiles to attack 

crucial infrastructure within Ukraine. A large percentage of these missiles were said to be aimed at civilian targets 

across the beleaguered country. 

Russia and Iran are heading for defeat in Ukraine - Dithering at a time when we should be focused on further 

defeats for the Russians in the Ukrainian theater only helps Putin. Let us seize the moment and deal the Russian-Iranian 

alliance the blow it deserves. 

Those who are nostalgic for the heyday of neoconservatism might want to know that on Wednesday, former U.S. 

President George W. Bush will host a video discussion with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. Bush—whose 

famous 2002 “Axis of Evil” State of the Union address listed Russia’s loyal ally Iran alongside North Korea and Iraq—has 

said that he regards Zelensky as a Winston Churchill for our time, while a statement from the George W. Bush Institute 

announcing the event urges the U.S. to “provide the assistance, military and otherwise, to help Ukraine defend itself.” 

Isolationists on the right and “anti-war” advocates on the left will doubtless sneer at this event as an exercise in the 

kind of warmongering we thought we’d left behind in Afghanistan and Iraq. But the concerns raised in those conflicts 

have little bearing on the brutal Russian invasion of Ukraine. No-one is talking about deploying U.S. or NATO troops on 

the ground in a combat situation, nor is there any discussion of an international administration to supervise the 

growing portion of Ukrainian territory that is being liberated from the Russian occupiers. The democratic government 

in Kyiv has asked for weapons, but it is Ukrainian fighters who will operate them and Ukrainian officials who will 

manage postwar reconstruction. 

Moreover, the timing of the event with Bush and Zelensky is fortuitous. Last week, the Ukrainian armed forces achieved 

their most important breakthrough yet, as Russia was forced into a humiliating withdrawal from the southern city of 

Kherson it captured in the early days of the invasion. For months, Kherson was the locus of Russia’s reign of terror, with 

thousands of the city’s residents beaten, arrested and tortured for protesting the Russian incursion, the rape and abuse 

of women and girls as young as 12 and the abduction of nearly 2,000 Ukrainian children taken from their families and 

removed to Russia itself. Last Friday, Kherson’s battered citizens emerged onto the streets to the welcome sight of the 

Ukrainian national flag and patrols of Ukrainian, not Russian, troops. 

The exhausted smiles in Kherson were matched by the nervous scowls of the Russian top brass as they tried to spin 

their defeat in Kherson into a mere “redeployment.” While it remains true that Kherson is a city fraught with danger, 

with boobytraps littering its streets and the remainder of Russian forces now gathered on the opposite bank of the 

River Dnipro, there should be no mistaking that Kherson also marks a decisive victory. 

It’s important, therefore, that the international community assists the Ukrainians to build on this momentum. If victory 

is defined as the total expulsion of Russian forces from Ukraine, then the triumph in Kherson is the best evidence so far 

that such an outcome is possible. It is also eminently desirable; it is, of course, the Ukrainians who have suffered the 

most from Russia’s illegal aggression, but the rest of us, regardless of where we live, have been smarting from the war’s 

impact on food and energy prices at a time when our economic health is seriously deteriorating. 
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The current situation has additionally exposed the degree to which Russia’s leaders have alienated the international 

community. Indeed, there is only one state that is willing to concretely aid Putin in his bid to eliminate Ukraine as a 

sovereign nation: Iran.  

Last week, the head of Russia’s Security Council, Nikolai Patrushev, flew to Tehran at the invitation of his Iranian 

counterpart, Adm. Ali Shamkhani. On arrival, Patrushev treated journalists to a rant about the nefarious western 

media’s supposed “disinformation” campaign regarding Ukraine before heading into discussions with Shamkhani and 

others that focused on how Iran can shore up the crumbling Russian war machine. Chiefly, that involves the supply of 

lethal weaponry; the Shahed-136 and Arash-2 drones that have already wrought devastation on Ukraine’s population 

centers and possibly Fateh-110 and Zolfighar missiles with ranges in the hundreds of miles.  

Such an equipment list is an indication of how Russia intends to fight this war going forward, by visiting destruction 

upon Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure in order to provoke the exodus of millions more refugees westward as the bitter 

cold of winter sets in. In war, timing is everything. Ukraine’s armed forces have already proven the dictum that an army 

that believes in what it is fighting for is a superior force in the face of a larger, better-equipped enemy with low morale. 

The significance of this has been recognized in key international capitals, especially in Washington, DC, where the U.S. 

government last week supplied a further $400 million in defense assistance that included the HIMARS rockets deployed 

so effectively by the Ukrainians as well as Humvees, Stinger missiles and ammunition rounds. 

Other countries debating similar moves should follow the American example. That includes Israel, which has been 

presented with a golden opportunity to underline its credentials as a leading member of the community of democratic 

nations. In addition, Israel also has an opportunity to inflict, through its involvement in Ukraine, a major defeat upon 

Iran and its aim of eliminating the Jewish state from the map in much the same way that Putin intends to do with 

Ukraine. 

There will be those, as ever, who push caution with various arguments. Fear that poking Russia may cause it to 

destabilize other parts of the world, most obviously the Middle East, where it retains a notable if depleting military 

presence in Syria, is one.  

Observing that Russia is the world’s second-largest provider of natural gas and the third-largest supplier of petroleum, 

and that consequently we need to keep its leaders sweet, is another. Apocalyptic warnings that a desperate Putin will 

turn his nuclear arsenal on western cities is yet another. Ultimately, the goal of all these perspectives – which present 

questionable assumptions as undisputed facts—is to stave off total defeat upon the Russians, thereby allowing Putin’s 

regime to present its survival as a victory, just as Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship in Iraq did after the 1990 Gulf War. 

Dithering at a time when we should be focused on further defeats for the Russians in the Ukrainian theater only helps 

Putin, who is manifestly not the pragmatic, benevolent autocrat which too many Western politicians inanely believed 

him to be for two decades. Let us seize the moment and deal the Russian-Iranian alliance the blow it deserves. 

Ben Cohen is a New York City-based journalist and author who writes a weekly column on Jewish and international affairs for JNS. 

Putin 

How to read Putin’s lies, U-turns and retreats – For years, Putin bundled U-turns and lies together, making it 

hard to distinguish evasion from fiction, and weaponizing the toxic mix to blackmail, divide and bewilder his foes. 

In recent days, Russia has pulled out of the Black Sea grain deal, then gone back into it, and issued bloodcurdling 

threats of nuclear attack before reversing course to endorse the language of non-proliferation. This week, Putin 

ordered his forces to retreat from Kherson only weeks after declaring that the city would-be part of Russia “forever.” 
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How should the world interpret Putin’s wildly contradictory statements, actions and signals? And when it comes to the 

use of nuclear weapons, does Russia’s most recent rejection provide any reassurance at all? 

“For Russia, inconsistency is an integral part of its foreign policy strategy, particularly under Putin,” noted Fiona Hill, a 

former official at the U.S. National Security Council. Hill was commenting back in 2013, a year before Russia illegally 

annexed Crimea after disavowing what it called the “little green men” occupying and blockading Simferopol 

International Airport and military bases on the Ukrainian peninsula. 

In January and February, less than two weeks before intense rocket fire rained down on Kharkiv, and Kyiv’s airports 

were blasted by pre-dawn waves of cruise missiles, the Kremlin and its top officials waved away any suggestions that 

Putin intended to invade and conquer Ukraine.  

The troop buildup along Ukraine’s eastern and northern borders were part of normal military exercises, they said. 

Foreign Ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharova labeled as “absurd” accusations that Russia nurtured any aggressive 

plans. “We learn from U.S. newspapers that we will attack Ukraine,” Zakharova mocked. Her boss, Foreign Minister 

Sergey Lavrov, insisted “there won’t be a war,” assuring all and sundry Russia didn’t want one. 

Was this a brazen lie aimed to deceive and maintain an element of surprise or a genuine policy reversal? It’s hard to tell 

— and that may be the intention. Or it may just be the West’s failure to understand how Russian policy is made, say 

some seasoned Putin-watchers. They argue Western governments struggle to comprehend the abrupt U-turns and too 

often can’t differentiate between such policy reversals and purposeful deception. 

“He makes some of this up as he goes along, some is out of desperation, but he also looks for openings in the West,” 

said David Kramer, who was an assistant secretary of state in the administration of U.S. President George W. Bush. The 

result is — whatever the motivations for the changes in direction — everyone wonders what Putin going to do.  

Maybe Winston Churchill’s definition of Russia as “a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma” has never been 

truer since Britain’s wartime leader struggled to parse Joe Stalin. 

Western policymakers, who must shape strategies, don’t have the luxury of just throwing up their hands and lumping 

together all the inconsistencies, lies and about-turns as part of a deliberate Kremlin policy. They might miss something 

important and revealing if they did. 

“Overall, Putin thinks where there is chaos, there is opportunity, so confusion and deception is all part of his ‘spy 

training,’” said Orysia Lutsevych, research fellow at Britain’s Chatham House. 

Even so, there are different reasons for shifts and inconsistencies, she warned. “In some cases, Putin is testing the limits 

of the possible, as with the grain deal, and if the opposing side shows force and determination, he does a U-turn.” 

But she thinks Putin’s about-turn ordering a partial mobilization of reservists in September after insisting there 

wouldn’t be one “was a domestic deception operation; they were secretly mobilizing for a long time, and he made it 

public at the moment it was expedient.” 

The White House, apparently, does not want to take too many chances. According to recent reports, U.S. National 

Security Adviser Jake Sullivan held talks with senior Kremlin aides with the aim of reducing the risk that the Ukraine war 

could escalate into a nuclear conflict.  

According to Emily Ferris, an analyst at the Royal United Services Institute, a British defense and security think tank, 

Putin’s thinly-veiled nuclear threats over the past few weeks were a way “of escalating to test the waters and see what 

the response would be.” 
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He has recently dialed back the threats, claiming that he “had never talked about using nuclear weapons,” and that a 

nuclear strike on Ukraine would make neither political nor military sense.  

Ferris and other Putin watchers think the backtracking this time was a result of pressure from Beijing. “Given the 

concerns from China, Putin likely noted the limits of that rhetoric and has now moved on from it and they’ve now said 

quite clearly they want to avoid any kind of nuclear conflict, so it did reveal some of the influence China has to help 

deescalate here,” she said. 

Ferris said the decision to invade Ukraine was probably made at the last minute, which would be “quite in keeping with 

Putin’s tendency to put off big decisions.” 

And when it comes to operational matters there’s an underlying “general incompetence and inefficiency among 

security establishment in Russia which shouldn’t be understated,” she said. “Putin sometimes is kept out of the loop of 

the details,” forcing him to intervene subsequently, she added.  

Andrei Illarionov, a former senior policy adviser to Putin and now an opponent, thinks there is less logic than meets the 

eye when it comes to sudden policy changes. He said: “It looks like he has become quite nervous because if he’s not 

losing the war, he is definitely not winning either.” 

Jamie Dettmer in Politico. 

Putin 'has been offered surrender terms by the West' as he loses control of Kherson - and 'his cronies 

have reacted positively because it allows them to stay in power and avoid criminal charges,' a prominent Russian 

academic said. The plan would see Russia give up all territory in Ukraine except Crimea, which would become 

demilitarized zone.  

In return, Putin and cronies would avoid war crimes prosecution and remain in power, Valery Solovey claimed. 

He said the proposal had been discussed between Kyiv and its Western allies before being presented to Putin's inner 

circle - who had reacted positively to the idea. 

Russia has been calling for a return to the negotiating table in recent days while there have been suggestions that 

Washington is quietly leaning on Kyiv to do the same. 

General Milley, head of the US general staff, said this week a winter lull in fighting presents an 'opportunity' for talks. 

President Zelensky has previously vowed never to negotiate with Russia so long as Putin remains in power. 

There have been any number of unconfirmed reports surrounding US efforts and discussions with senior Russian 

general staff. This is an unconfirmed report and developments will be monitored. 

But, as said in previous Updates, diplomacy works in dark passages and in very discrete channels where progress in 

search of the better good is always pursued – and accommodated. 

Sanctions 

Yellen warns Russia risks ‘shut in’ of some oil - US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said it’s “very likely” that 

European Union sanctions will force Russia to offer some crude oil exports at a price set by the US and its allies, if 

Moscow wishes to prevent a shut-in of some supplies.  

“They’re going to be looking for buyers, and we think they’re going to have a hard time selling all of it,” Yellen said 

Saturday in an interview with Bloomberg News. An EU ban on seaborne imports of Russian crude starts on Dec. 5. 
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Impacts 

Russia bans passage through Kerch Strait into Azov Sea for vessels loaded outside country - Russia has 

banned vessels loaded outside the country sailing through the Kerch Strait into the Azov Sea, TASS reports, citing the 

General Directorate of Maritime Affairs of Turkey’s Transport and Infrastructure Ministry. 

“According to the official notification we received from Russia’s Maritime Administration, the passage of vessels loaded 

outside the territory of Russia to the north through the Kerch Strait, which provides a passageway into the Azov Sea, is 

prohibited,” the ministry states. 

Moscow playing ‘hunger games’ with world – Ukraine’s Foreign Minister Kuleba pressed Southeast Asian 

countries for political and material support in his county’s fight against Russia, while accusing Moscow on Saturday of 

playing “hunger games” with the world by holding up shipments of Ukrainian grain and other agricultural products. 

Kuleba told reporters on the sidelines of the ASEAN summit that with a deal allowing Ukraine to export grain and 

fertilizer due to expire next week, the world needed to pressure Russia not to object to its extension, saying Ukrainian 

products were critical in Africa and Asia. 

More than just continuing the deal, however, Kuleba accused Russian inspectors of “quiet sabotage,” saying they were 

intentionally dragging their feet in allowing shipments through. 

Not only does Russia have “to remain part of the initiative, it also has to instruct its inspectors to act in good faith and 

to avoid any measures, any steps, that create obstacles and hinder the export of Ukrainian agricultural goods to the 

global market,” he said. 

“Russia should — must — stop playing hunger games with the world.” 

Kuleba’s country was invited to the ASEAN summit for the first time this year and signed a peace accord with the group 

of nations with a combined population of nearly 700 million people. 

UK: Russian withdrawal from Kherson shows difficulties forces face - Britain’s Defense Ministry said today in 

its daily update on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine that Russia’s withdrawal from Kherson, announced this week, “is a 

public recognition of the difficulties faced by Russian forces on the west bank of the Dnipro river.” 

In the intelligence update posted on Twitter, the ministry said that while the withdrawal came only two days after its 

announcement, “it is likely that the withdrawal process had already started as early as 22 October 2022 when Russian-

installed figures in Kherson urged civilians to leave the city.” 

The British report said it is a “realistic possibility” that “Russian military equipment and forces in civilian attire had been 

evacuating in conjunction with the 80,000 stated evacuated civilians in recent weeks.” (Comment – previous Updates 

listed this as a Russian tactic weeks ago). 

“It is likely that Ukraine has retaken large areas of Kherson oblast on the west bank of the Dnipro River, and that its 

forces are now largely in control of Kherson city itself,” the report said. “It is also likely Russia is still attempting to 

evacuate forces from other areas of the oblast across the river to defensible positions on the east bank.” 

Ukrainian forces entered the city of Kherson yesterday as Russian forces retreated in haste. Villagers came out of hiding 

to welcome Ukrainian troops, recounting horror stories of Russian soldiers killing civilians and looting homes. 

According to Serhiy Khlan, deputy for the Kherson Regional Council, the city was now almost fully under the control of 

Ukrainian forces. Multiple videos circulating on social media show Ukrainian soldiers planting yellow and blue flags in 

the city while local residents celebrated. 
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Zelenskyy said Russian forces had placed what he called a large number of landmines in the city and said Ukrainian 

forces would start working as soon as possible to remove them. 

Russia said Friday that it had finished pulling out its troops from the west bank of the Dnipro River and that no soldiers 

or equipment had been left behind. 

Retreating Russian soldiers painted a different picture, however. A Russian soldier described how he and his fellow 

soldiers were asked to hastily change into civilian clothing so they would not be detected. Also, some of the retreating 

soldiers reportedly drowned in the river while trying to escape. 

The reports of a swift Russian withdrawal from Kherson came sooner than Western officials had predicted. U.S. Army 

General Mark A. Milley, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, estimated earlier this week that the retreat would take 

"days and maybe even weeks." 

Ukrainian Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov had also expressed skepticism that Russia could withdraw so quickly, 

fearing a potential trap by Russia to lure Ukrainian forces into brutal urban combat. 

For Russia, Kherson has been a significant strategic region forming a land bridge from Russia to Crimea, the peninsula 

that Moscow annexed in 2014. Kherson is one of the four provinces that Russian President Vladimir Putin claimed to 

have annexed in September, a move the United States and other countries have condemned as illegal. 

Comment – Russia has been pulling troops out of the city for weeks now, some in full battle regimental withdrawal, 

others co-mingling with civilians in crossing into eastern Kherson. The only surprise regarding the speed of withdrawal 

then is if one believes the evacuation started a few days ago. When considering the longer time frame of withdrawal it 

is not a swift operation nor immediate as reported widely. It has been ongoing for weeks, as hinted at by Russian 

General Surovikin upon being appointed as Ukrainian commander. He stated that there were some tough decisions, 

including where troops would be stationed. 

It’s clear that there’s no battlefield counter in the offing, for the simple reason that Russia blew the bridges behind 

them. Kherson was also the furthest battle front from Russia insofar as supply is concerned, and providing adequate 

supplies, fuel and troop rotations proved increasingly difficult given Ukrainian strategic assaults on all things logistical. 

Peace Talks 

Ukraine will make decision on any negotiations with Russia – Blinken - Ukraine would decide on the timing 

and contents of any negotiation framework with Russia, according to a readout of Secretary of State Antony Blinken's 

meeting with Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba in Phnom Penh today. 

Blinken also discussed the United States' unwavering commitment to assisting Ukraine in mitigating the effects of 

Russia's attacks on critical infrastructure as winter approaches, including accelerated humanitarian aid. 

"Secretary (Blinken) reiterated that the timing and contents of any negotiation framework remain Ukraine's decision," 

State Department spokesperson Ned Price said. 

Containment 

Ukraine’s shadowy kamikaze drone boats officially break cover - Ukraine hopes to raise enough money to 

build 100 of these unmanned surface vessels to counter Russia’s Black Sea Fleet. 
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We have now gotten our best look yet at Ukraine's 

tactical uncrewed surface vessels, or USVs, which were 

employed in an unprecedented attack on the Russian 

Navy's base in Sevastopol on the occupied Crimean 

Peninsula last month, thanks to an official crowdfunding 

campaign. Ukrainian authorities say they hope to raise 

enough funds to buy 100 of the drone boats, which they 

claim are capable of striking targets as far away as 500 

miles, among other missions. 

New video footage and images of the USVs were released 

by the Ukrainian government yesterday through its UNITED24 fundraising platform as part of an effort to crowdsource 

funding for additional boats. The USVs, completed and under construction, are 18-foot-long vessels said to be capable 

of carrying a combat load of up to 400 pounds, with a top maximum speed of about 50 mph. Each USV has a $250,000 

price tag that the website says includes a ground-based, autonomous control station, a transportation and storage 

system, and "a data processing center." It is unclear exactly what is meant by a data processing center and officials 

from UNITED24 declined to answer, citing operational security concerns. 

Considering that some of the cost includes ancillary items like the transportation and storage system, and maybe the 

data processing center, the actual cost of just the USVs is likely lower. It really isn't clear how they would cost that 

much, but they are handmade with some key enabling technologies. Regardless, they are orders of magnitude cheaper 

than something like the Naval Strike Missile, for instance, which has an individual price tag of $2,194,000. You can read 

more about the cost of the U.S. Navy's ship-launched missiles here. 

Slash, Lifeson, McCartney sign on for Ukraine benefit auction - Gibson Guitars announced an auction event 

this weekend (Nov. 12-13) featuring custom-built instruments played by icons including Slash, Lifeson and McCartney. 

The Guitars for Peace program seeks to raise funds for the people of Ukraine who remain under threat as the illegal 

Russian invasion of their country continues. 

“Gibson luthiers have crafted an extremely limited edition run of Guitars for Peace Les Paul Custom electric guitars, 

which proudly display the unforgettable azure and gold colors of the Ukrainian flag,” the corporation’s philanthropic 

arm, Gibson Gives, said in a statement. “Gibson partnered with artists to perform with the Ukraine guitars on stage on 

tour this summer. Autograph books traveling alongside each guitar have been signed by Paul McCartney, Keith Richards 

and Ronnie Wood, Slash, Brian May of Queen, Fher Olvera of Mana, Nile Rodgers of Chic, Paul Weller, Mark Knopfler, 

Lzzy Hale, Margo Price, Alex Lifeson, Lewis Capaldi, Blossoms, The Fratellis, Kasabian, Madness, Maisie Peters, Paloma 

Faith, The Charlatans, the Vaccines, Toyah, My Chemical Romance, and actor Jason Momoa, among others.” 

The statement added: “100% of the funds from the auction… will go to the current humanitarian need for the people of 

Ukraine, as well as rebuilding efforts once the conflict ends. In addition to the guitars, Gibson has launched the Guitars 

for Peace t-shirt, to allow everyone across the globe to show their support for Ukraine in an affordable way.” 

NATO aircraft carriers are getting close to Russia in Arctic - NATO is worrying more and more about Russia and 

its actions in the Arctic. It seems now the U.S. Navy and Royal Navy are sending their aircraft carriers as a sign that they 

are watching Moscow’s moves in the area very closely indeed, as on ongoing sign it is stepping up its activity in the 

Arctic, intensifying its operations in what has long been considered a region of low tension. 

The Organization has been present in the Arctic throughout its existence — Norway is a founding member and has the 

alliance’s northernmost territory in Europe — but its focus on the region has increased as Russia has expanded its 

already extensive Arctic military presence. 
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The US and British navies, two of the alliance’s most capable fleets, have underscored their renewed interest in the 

region by spending more time farther north — most notably with milestone deployments of their aircraft carriers. 

NATO’s 2018 Trident Juncture exercise, held in and around Norway, was the alliance’s largest exercise since the Cold 

War. It saw a US carrier sail into the Arctic for the first time in nearly 30 years — “a watershed moment,” according to 

the chief of naval operations, Adm. Michael Gilday. 

Throughout the war in Ukraine, US destroyers have continued “operating with allies and partners in the high north to 

put pressure on Russia, to make sure that they know that we’re there with capable platforms,” Gilday added. 

Spain to provide Ukraine with 2 more hawk missile defense systems - The Spanish government will deliver 

two additional HAWK missile defense systems to Kiev, Spanish Defense Minister Fernandez said this week. 

"Two more missile launchers will be sent because NATO asked us to do so," the El Financiero newspaper quoted the 

minister as saying. Madrid has already delivered four HAWK missile defense systems and an Aspide system to Ukraine. 

This military package has been an addition to the artillery, air defense systems, and armored vehicles that NATO 

members have delivered to Kiev. 

The Spanish Defense Ministry also announced 64 Ukrainian soldiers will begin training in the disposal of explosives, 

demining, and precision shooting in the city of Toledo starting next week. 21 Ukrainian soldiers are presently 

undergoing training in handling 150/14 howitzers in the city of Almeria, the autonomous community of Andalusia. 

In October, 19 Ukrainian soldiers finished their training on how to operate launchers of Aspide short-range anti-aircraft 

missiles at a military base in the Spanish city of Zaragoza. 

Media reported earlier that the Spanish government was ready to train 400 Ukrainian soldiers as a part of the European 

Union's training program for the Ukrainian army. According to the El Pais newspaper, the 106.7 million euros ($108.9 

million) initiative stipulates the training of 15,000 Ukrainian soldiers. 

Geopolitics 

EU and UK plan to boycott Russian delegation at G20 summit - The EU and UK plan to boycott the Russian 

delegation at the G20 summit in Bali, Indonesia, next week, The Telegraph reports. 

European officials tell the newspaper that they will do “everything possible” to isolate Russia during the summit. 

Spokesperson for the EU’s foreign affairs service also says that the international community wants to show what it 

“thinks about all these crimes, atrocities, and illegal actions by Russia,” The Telegraph reports. 

“That means also discouraging them from meeting Lavrov or from meeting anyone who is leading the Russian 

delegation or have people walk out when Russia stands to speak,” the spokesperson adds. 

US, India upgrade ties with ASEAN to top-level Comprehensive Strategic Partnerships - India and the 

United States today upgraded  diplomatic relationships with ASEAN to Comprehensive Strategic Partnerships (CSP). 

This brings to four the number of countries that ASEAN has CSPs with. It is the highest-tier partnership the bloc has 

with external partners. 

President Biden, who has made Cambodia the first stop on his Asia tour, formalized the agreement at an ASEAN-US 

Summit this afternoon. The enhanced partnership puts Washington on the same level as Beijing, which was granted the 

distinction last year. Australia has also established a CSP with ASEAN. 
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Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said the partnership was the basis for both sides to “deepen our cooperation 

further.” “We greatly appreciate your personal efforts to be here with us, and to give the relationship with ASEAN a 

push,” said Mr Lee. 

“Today, ASEAN-US relations have achieved a new milestone.” 


